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Particles

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VpEpAFGplnI

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VpEpAFGplnI


Particles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OkAmnUkMojM
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Particles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5w7Gh7WBjw



Particles

Today’s topic: 

Particle Systems

Definition

Particle Life Cycle

Applications  smoke

 fire

 explosions

 water

 flocking



Particles

What is a particle?

In the context of computer games:

“A particle is an autonomous entity with (limited) behavior, 

used in a larger group to simulate a physical effect.”

In practice, this is really broad:

Particles can have very simple behavior (smoke)

Or they can be quite intelligent (flocking).

 Obeying simple forces

 Following a fixed path

 Simple animation

What is ‘simple behavior’?

 gravity

 wind

 springs

 collisions

 circle

 straight line

 curves rotation

 zooming

 frames



Particles

Examples: Particle Illusion



Particles



Particles



Particles



Particles

A particle effect combines simple behavior of 

individual objects to a seemingly complex effect.



Particles

A particle effect combines simple behavior of 

individual objects to a seemingly complex effect.

Example: 

How would smoke be done in a particle system?

What does a single smoke particle do?

What does a single smoke particle look like?



Particles

A particle effect combines simple behavior of 

individual objects to a seemingly complex effect.

Smoke particle

So what does it do?

 It goes up (hot air)

 It rotates

 It grows

Perhaps add some wind?

Color changes?

Turbulence?



Particles

BehaviorDeath

Spawn

Life

Cycle

path

gravity

spring

after 10 secs

random time

4 bounces

start speed

start direction

start size

Actions:  

 increase upward speed

 Increase size

 Make darker

 Rotate sprite

Exit condition:  

 die after 15 seconds

Position = fire location

Speed = zero

Color = bright yellow

Size = small



Particles



Particles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YGRWwEuBgnM



Particles

To add particles to your game:

 Observe the effect you want to simulate

 Decide how a single particle looks (over time)

 Decide how a single particle behaves

 Decide how and when particles are spawned

 Combine particles for the final effect

Writing particle effects:

 Imagination

 Some technical insight

 Collaboration

 Tweaking

Think ‘particles!’ for:

 Weather effects

 Sparks

 Fire and explosion

 Smoke and dust



Particles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mfkqtyFhjps



Particles



Particles

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t3Gp4vob_t8



Particles



Particles

Never underestimate the stupidity of 

an individual in a large group



Flocking

Is a bird a particle?

…Depends on how smart 

your particles are.
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Flocking

Bird psychology in 2 minutes:

 A bird goes after food

 Birds stick together

 Birds don’t bump

 Birds like formations

Never underestimate the stupidity of a single bird in a large group



Flocking

Simple flock behavior is a combination of forces

Combine:

 Want to go for food: Adjust direction

 Want to be with the other birds, adjust

 Don’t want to bump into others, adjust

This is similar to particles with springs and gravity!



Flocking

…Think like a fish



Flocking

…Think like a fish

http://web.tiscali.it/maya_tutorial/



Flocking

…Think like a man   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EcM399E9MZs



Flocking

Flocking:

Somewhere between artificial intelligence and 

particle systems

Behavior is more complex than just gravity 

and bounces

…But still the whole is just composed of 

simple behavior of individuals.



Flocking

How does a single tourist behave?



Flocking

How do many tourists behave?



Flocking

Many tourists show complex behavior.

…But a single tourist:

Just wants to get to the bus

Doesn’t bump into walls

Doesn’t bump into other tourists



Flocking

Many tourists show complex behavior.

…But a single tourist:

Just wants to get to the bus

Doesn’t bump into walls

Doesn’t bump into other tourists



Flocking

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZwkjW4bmpYE
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Physics

Cloth

 Each vertex is a particle

 Each particle obeys gravity

 Each particle is attached to other particles



Physics

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V8UO-2EMOsU



Physics

Used for:

 Flags

 Curtains

 Clothing

 …and many other effects.

These effects are ‘free’ for the visual artist – No 

manual animation required.



Physics



Physics

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JcgkAMr9r5o



Physics

Water =

Tiny particle,

+ gravity

+ cohesion

+ collision

That’s all.
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Homework

Find and download a cloth simulation demo (there are plenty available 
on the web). 

 Does the simulation you downloaded support self-collision of the cloth? 

 How can you tell? 

 Why would this be hard to do?

Find a Nintendo DS game that uses particles:

 Name the game;

 Describe how the particles are used: What effect do they simulate;

 Describe the life cycle of the particle effect.



Next week


